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With the increasingly competition in the stone market, more and more companies, 
especially large companies, realize the importance of information technology, so they 
consider to accelerate and improve information technology and use it in the 
companies for market resource and decision making. However, most of small 
companies do not have the ability to plan and step into the information technology 
system build up, therefore, they cannot to use it as the support of their business 
growth. It’s difficult to start planning and designing the information technology in an 
enterprise and it’s critical to improve it after it’s built up. 
Without the help of IT (Information Technology) system, it’s hard for the stone 
companies to process the data from order to sale, and cannot do the data analysis and 
statistics for the management. The solution provided here is based on advanced 
project management mode, conforms to the project characteristic, business flow. This 
solution will use computer technology, network technology to gather, save, process, 
transfer, statistic, and dynamically query data, and will benefit and companies 
management and control from ordering, sale, inventory to stones production and 
processing, therefore, will improve the overall company management, provide useful 
data for decision making, and help the company in the stone market’s competence. 
In this solution, I will use our own company as a model, based on our management 
flow, to build up the information system with third party advanced software, and use 
the solution to improve our companies efficiency. 
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